Based on the concept of generalized nonlinear system model tracking, the tracking problem is studied by using variable structure control method. In nonlinear system, based on the classification system, the design of generalized tracking system switching function S, makes the switching surface S=0, realize the model tracking, and the design of variable structure control law, realization of generalized nonlinear systems with sliding mode.
INTRODUCTION
In the practice of human production, a large number of practical problems are difficult to use simple linear model as the model of the real system, and it must be described by a nonlinear model. For example, the circuit system, the restricted robot system, etc. The research on nonlinear singular control system has both theoretical value and practical significance. Document [1] has studied the problem of variable structure control for descriptor systems. Document [2] has discussed the control problem of sliding mode of nonlinear system. Document [3] [4] has studied the model tracking problem, This article through the case classification for generalized nonlinear systems, the tracking system design under various conditions of the switching function of S, makes the switching surface S=0, realize the model tracking, and the design of variable structure control law, realization of generalized nonlinear systems with sliding mode. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

General nonlinear system
Design system (1) reference model
is constant matrix, m y is model of output. The purpose is under certain conditions, design u , system（1）output tracking the output of system（2）, also
Consider the following conditions：
Situation（2)：system (1) , n m  , has the following form of decomposition
, system follow a normal reference model .
stable, and existing matrix R meet the following equation
, here the coefficient matrix is constant matrix. Prove：as（5）、（6）know
GENERALIZED NONLINEAR SYSTEMS MODEL TRACKING
By using the variable structure control method to discuss the tracking problem, first to design generalized tracking system switching function S, makes the switching surface S=0, model tracking; after the design of the variable structure control law, implementation of sliding mode motion. 
（7）
On the Switching surface
Prove：Using dynamic compensator , structure switching function
The ideal sliding mode motion equation is
Lemma and theorem1 conditions know
, on the switching surface realize the tracking.
Along the track of the solutions of (1), S about t derivative is
In the switching function（7） and the variable structure control（11), system (1) output tracking reference model the output of (2) . 
reversible, take the equivalent control for
Along the orbit of the solutions of (3),
（12）
At the switching function（7）and variable structure control（12), system (1) output tracking reference model the output of (3). 
（14）
On the Switching surface 0  S , (13) the output tracking of the output of the system. 
CONCLUSION
This artic has Based on the situation classification of Generalized nonlinear systems, the design of various situation tracking under system switching function S, the switching surface S=0, model tracking, and the design of variable structure control law, the realization of Generalized nonlinear systems with sliding mode motion.
